Candidates Should
Attempt to Answer all the Questions
Intelligence tests?
Those are what intelligent chaps
are good at.
And History?
That's what historians make
after a cosy breakfast
knuckled down to damning perhaps
and might have been
rearranging some plausible given.
Biography? There's an unleavened bread to puff
into occasion . . . or Poetry now? Insubstantial stuff,
yet, worth a go,
with a worthwhile outcome too
as can be said for
Kids' books, Picture books,
editing Memoirs and Journals,
where still
Drama's untouched, untouched that once projected Novel,
although in an Age of Floppy Discs
who knows?
Only define
define where to begin
answering questions Dame Academia warned off,
"Don't be too clever, dear, don't tackle too much"
but he did, and again, and does, despiting.
On this public occasion
somewhere not far behind my leftish shoulder
I sense the Tempter urging "Tell them about —"
you as public person in
or almost in or out of office,
you as student pushing your bike
into a headwind
across Western Springs flat
(we'd meet Bruce
on our way to Training College)
you training with Jack
in the Reserve (he'd be making the running)
or you
driving my station wagon cut and thrust through London,
then (lightly, but lightly!) into a pillar at Heathrow?
Not quite, not so.
But so
I shall tell how as you make
your histories
(what are
not histories?) you sit at a window place
gazing out and over
spread of salt water below,
that salt which is part
of your stream in history,
looking over the Point from which we came,
to which recur.
Where may you continue so to do
answering
(tested, attested)
questions not yet proposed.
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A DESTINY A P A R T
Keith Sinclair
The latest book from leading historian Keith Sinclair looks at New Zealand
history from an unusual perspective: how and why did we develop a sense of
national identity?

$25.00 paperback

$35.00 hardback

THE L A N D A N D THE PEOPLE
Edited by Jock Phillips
Attitudes to the land are as various as the people who live there. Maori and
Pakeha, poet and conservationist, photographer and historian: the contrasting
views of all these are represented in this collection drawn from the 1985 Stout
Centre Conference.

$19.95 paperback

THE TREATY OF WAITANGI
Claudia Orange
The Treaty of Waitangi has been the cause of continuing debate. Claudia Orange
examines the role of the Treaty in New Zealand history. She presents new
information on the signing itself, and looks at interpretations of the Treaty from
1840 until the present.

$24.95 paperback

FAMILY HISTORY
at National Archives
Nicola Frean, Marlene Sayers, Bruce Ralston
This valuable handbook is written for all those who are curious about their
family's past. The beginner will find out where to start and how to proceed; the
experienced researcher will gather useful clues to further sources.
$24.95 paperback

CHURCHES A N D PEOPLE
in Australia and New Zealand 1860-1930
Hugh Jackson
Churches

and People is an account of religious practice in New Zealand and

Australia. A major contribution to Australasian social history, it looks at the
social implications of religion in both countries.
These prices include GST

$24.95 paperback

